We report the magnetotransport properties of large area graphene on stretchable polyethylene terephthalate substrates. At 2 K, weak localization of electrons introduced negative magnetoresistance at low field; a transition to positive magnetoresistance followed as the external field increases. Our results suggest that weak localization contributes to Hall effect at low temperature. At room temperature, only classical Lorentz force contribution can be observed. Angular dependence of the external magnetic field on longitudinal and transverse resistivity is measured to test the interplay between weak localization and Lorentz force contribution. Quantitative simulations based on quantum interference theory produced excellent agreement with the experiments. Owing to its peculiar band dispersion, graphene exhibits a wealth of anomalous transport phenomena, such as the unconventional quantum Hall effect, Klein tunneling, and weak localization (WL) and weak antilocalization (WAL) of electrons.
1-5 All these characters made graphene an ideal candidate in a wide range of nano-devices, such as the flexible and transparent conductive electrodes, high-frequency field effect transistors (FET), and extraordinary magnetoresistance (EMR) devices. [6] [7] [8] Over the past few years, remarkable improvements have been achieved in fabricating and optimizing graphene flakes and ribbons device prototypes, mainly by micromechanical cleaving or exfoliation from natural graphite. [9] [10] [11] [12] Notable differences in transport properties of graphene from other traditional two-dimensional (2D) system, e.g., quantum wells, have been observed. 13 Magnetotransport properties, like all transport behaviors, are fundamentally associated to the electron scattering and localization. In disordered electronic systems, WL effect manifests a negative magnetoresistance (MR) and hence a WL peak at zero external field. This is due to the external magnetic field that applied onto the 2D graphene system, would add an additional phase to the electron waves, and therefore destroy the destructive interferences.
14 In single-layered graphene, WL is strongly suppressed whereas it is stored in bilayered and multilayered graphene as results of the interesting competition between WL and WAL effects, which is caused by the relationship between charge carriers in the two valleys of the band structure and its sublattice symmetry. 5, [15] [16] [17] [18] The quantitative description of this magnetotransport behavior has been established by using the quantum interference theory, where the WL MR has been taken as an indication of the quality of the graphene samples. 15, [19] [20] [21] [22] At low field region, WL correction to the MC, using the quantum interference theory, can be described as
where wðxÞ is the digamma function, s u is the decoherence time, s i is the inter-valley scattering time, and s
The corresponding characteristic length, L /;i;Ã , can be obtained by the fitting the parameters from the equation. 16, 19 On the other hand, obtaining macroscopic graphene sheets is crucial in realizing the proposed graphene-based devices. 23 Among all the techniques, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), which enables large area graphene sheet patterning with the transfer technique onto the arbitrary substrates, has a huge impact in the fabrication of graphene. [24] [25] [26] As such, from a fundamental perspective, understanding the magnetotransport behaviors in large area graphene film on different substrates is of obvious importance as it will help its eventual technological applications. This is especially true for epitaxial grown graphene that is very different from the exfoliated ones since the large area graphene films can quite often be considered as self-averaging systems. [26] [27] [28] In this work, we studied the magnetotransport behaviors of a large area graphene sheet up to $20 mm 2 on a stretchable polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate. 24 The longitudinal resistivity a)
Electronic mail: rongkun.zheng@sydney.edu.au. q xx and the transverse resistivity q xy show interesting dependence on the magnitude and direction of the external field, which can be reproduced and confirmed by numerical simulations. These results provide insight on field dependence magnetotransport properties, which may have implication for device applications.
Large area graphene film sample was fabricated by CVD method from the same facility as described in Ref. 24 . The rapid cooling in Argon atmosphere during the synthesize process assured that the sample is dominated by graphene bilayers and accompanied with monolayer and multilayer, as confirmed by Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy. 24 The total area is up to a few square centimeters. Magnetotransport measurements were carried out on a Quantum Design TM Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) with a horizontal sample rotator along the current axis under an external magnetic field up to 1 T, and temperature ranged from 2 K to 300 K. Figure 1 shows the wiring configuration patterned by silver paint onto a $20 mm 2 area, where a DC excitation current i ¼ 1mA current was applied along the xx direction, and CH1 and CH2 measured the voltages in xy and xx directions, respectively.
Figures 2(a) and 2(d) shows the raw experimental data of longitudinal resistance, R CH2 , under a À1 T to 1 T external field applied normal to the sample plane at 2 K and 300 K, respectively. These curves are asymmetric, containing mixing contribution of longitudinal and transverse resistance. It is hard to ensure the vectors from V xx þ to V xx À and V xy þ to V xy À in the wiring configuration are, respectively, parallel to the xx and xy directions. Therefore, either of the two channels reflects the pure longitudinal or transverse resistance, and further data treatment to distinguish the two contributions is required. The components for longitudinal resistance, negative MR due to WL and positive MR due to WAL and Lorentz force contribution, are both even functions of the magnetic field while the Hall resistance is an odd function of the field. Thus, the pure longitudinal resistance R xx and transverse resistance R xy of the sample can be obtained as
where R CH1 ðBÞ and R CH2 ðBÞ represent the resistance values under an external field B in the raw data. 22 Hence, the longitudinal component mixed into R CH1 ðBÞ, denoted by R xx 0 ðBÞ, and the transverse component mixed into R CH2 ðBÞ, denoted by R xy 0 ðBÞ, can be determined using R xx 0 ðBÞ ¼ 1 2 ½R CH1 ðBÞ þ R CH1 ðÀBÞ and R xy 0 ðBÞ ¼ 1 2 ½R CH2 ðBÞ À R CH2 ðÀBÞ. Sheet resistivities on the longitudinal and transverse directions can be calculated from R xx , R xy by dividing a factor decided by the dimensions of the sample and therefore have an identical trend of the pure resistance R xx and R xy .
The longitudinal resistance R xx as well as the resistivity q xx (magnetoresistivity) after data correction at 2 K and 300 K are shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(e). At 2 K, a typical negative MR can be observed at field below $60.3 T, which can be attributed to WL correction to the MR since the external magnetic field destroys the destructive interference, leading to a decrease in the resistance. The cyclic motion of electrons becomes more significant with the increasing field, resulting positive MR (/ B 2 ). Consequently, a transition from negative to positive MR can be observed. While at 300 K, only positive MR can be seen at all field range since the quantum interference phenomena was strongly suppressed due to the high temperature. Figures 2(c) and 2(f) plot the R xy 0 at two temperatures, and both show linear relationship to the magnetic field, indicating the residual comes from the Hall resistance. It is also worth noting that we have observed the graduate falling of longitudinal resistivity in certain temperature regions as temperature decreases, which was attributed to different conducting phases. 29 The similar phenomenon confirms that our tests were all performed at semiconductor phases.
Figures 3(a) and 3(d) show R CH1 at 2 K and 300 K, respectively. It can be seen that R CH1 ðB ¼ 0Þ 6 ¼ 0 in both curves, due to the longitudinal component. Linear Hall resistance components can be extracted from the raw data by using Eq. (2) Unlike previous reports on large area graphene films patterned by CVD, longitudinal resistance in this work did not show either (1) obvious conductance fluctuations or (2) an overall monotonous negative magnetoresistance. 22, 26, 27 In contrast to the universal conductance fluctuation (UCF) in mesoscopic graphene where sample size is similar to characteristic length, fluctuation in large area/macroscopic graphene is normally attributed to classical reasons, i.e., by large scale inhomogeneity. 15, 22 Therefore the smooth curve, in Figure 2 (b), suggests good uniformity of the sample even after been transferred onto PET substrates. Also, it has been concluded by many works that WL can be used as a sensitive probe for judging the quality of the graphene samples. 15 In few layer graphene, atomically sharp disorder, i.e., defects, may promote WL effect and in some scenarios where heavy defects could result in an overall negative magnetoresistance. 27 However, our results clearly show a transition from negative to positive magnetoresistance at low B, suggesting relatively better sample quality. On the other hand, from the transverse resistance/ Hall effect, the carrier density of our epitaxial graphene film sample is derived to be around 5.92 Â 10 11 cm À2 at 2 K, and 7.46 Â 10 11 cm À2 at 300 K, which are comparable to other literatures. 23 However, the carrier mobility of our sample, $1.11 Â 10 3 cm 2 V À1 s À1 at 2 K and 5.43 Â 10 2 cm 2 V À1 s À1 at 300 K, is considerably lower than those tests performed on Si/SiO 2 substrates. 24 Lower carrier mobility results in large sheet resistivity of the sample, which is as high as $9.5 kX at 2 K and $15.1 kX at 300 K. One possible reason behind this feature is owing to the large size of our sample (up to $20 mm 2 ), where the number of graphene layers may vary spatially as suggested by a Raman spectroscopy measurement in Ref. 24 . The inter-layers resistance could contribute to the overall resistance. Another possibility is that since the graphene film in this work has been transferred onto stretchable PET substrates, inevitable localized strain may also play a role as new disorder sources and hence raises the net resistivity.
As an ideal 2D system, the magnetotransport behaviors of graphene under magnetic fields with different orientations to the graphene plane are interesting but is yet to be explored. In our experiments, we investigated q xx and q xy as a function of the external field B and the angular rotating angle h, where h represents the sample position and hence B z ¼ B cosh. When h ¼ 0, external field is normal to the graphene plane. However, in the raw experimental data R CH2 , a difference between R CH2 ðh ¼ 0 Þ and R CH2 ðh ¼ 180 Þ can be clearly seen at relatively high applied field. The resistivity of the two sample positions are expected to be the same since all experimental conditions are identical except the reverse of the graphene/substrate interface. Since graphene sample is weakly attached to the PET substrate due to the transfer technique, the magnetotransport behavior should not be affected by the position because there is no time-related term involved in either the WL correction to the MR at low temperature or the MR effect at both temperatures. For the transverse resistivity, since the contribution from WL correction to MR in R xy is very small, R xy ðh ¼ 90 Þ ¼ R xy ðh ¼ 270 Þ % 0 is expected, yet neither can be seen in the experimental data. Thus, Eq. (2) could also be used for the angular dependence experimental data correction. Good agreements were also achieved between the corrected data and simulation results, which would be discussed in the following text.
Corrected curves display the angular dependence magnetotransport behaviors of our sample. As shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) , at the temperature of 2 K and 300 K under a few selected applied field, all observed longitudinal resistivity q xx have a form of cosine function, which contains two completed cycles when h 2 ½0; 360. However, at 2 K, two additional sharp peaks are seen at 90 and 270 . This interesting result once again clearly indicates that the total longitudinal resistivity contains two components, the negative MR due to WL and positive MR, which is a result of the unbalance force between the Hall field and Lorenz force effecting on the electrons with different energy decided by the distribution function. Therefore, at 90 and 270 , the applied field is parallel to the graphene system, and hence its suppression on the WL effect vanishes, which brings a very large q xx ; as the sample is away from the parallel position, the external field weakens the negative MR due to WL and positive MR due to Lorentz force starts to dominate the q xx . At 300 K, it was concluded in the previous text that the WL effect cannot be seen at room temperature, so only magnetoresistance effect contributes the total longitudinal resistivity. For the magnetoresistance effect, Dq=qðB ¼ 0Þ / B 2 z / B external cos 2 h / cos2h explains the two complete cycles of the waveform function of q xx . The R CH1 at 300 K from the raw experimental data, and (e) the corrected transverse resistance R xy and resistivity q xy . (f) Plots the R xx 0 at 300 K showing similar curve to the R xx at the same temperature. (g) Compares the R xx 0 with R xx at 2 K and (h) shows the difference between and R xx , fitted curve suggesting that it has two linear parts.
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Bao et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 092405 (2013) For the transverse magnetotransport behavior, as shown Figures 4(c) and 4(d), corrected transverse resistivity at both 2 K and 300 K is plotted. Since the excitation current remains unchanged, q Hall ¼ R H IB / B z ¼ Bcosh, where R H is the Hall coefficiency. In addition, the even function component in the q xy is found to be very small. Even after the longitudinal part of the total raw q xy been subtracted from the raw data, pure transverse resistivity would still show the shape of a completed cosine function when h 2 ½0; 360, and the amplitude is proportional to the external field.
To obtain a thorough understanding of the experimental magneto-transport properties of the sample, we quantificationally simulated the MR as a function of the applied field B and h, using Eq. (1). We use the projection of external magnetic field normal to the graphene plane B z ¼ B Á cosh replacing the B in Eq. (1). In addition, the sign for the third term in the Eq.
(1) is positive for the bilayered and multilayered samples, and negative for the single layered graphene. In this study, Eq. (1) with a positive sign should be mainly considered due to the minority of the single layered graphene in the film sample. Nevertheless, for the positive MC/negative MR scenario, strong intra-and inter-valley scattering result in small s Ã and s i ; hence, the second and third term would be suppressed while the first term dominates. 20 As the field increases, normal magnetoresistance effect emerges and contributes larger positive MR to the total longitudinal resistivity and thus arouses the transition. The simulation result clearly manifests two effects and yield good agreement with the experimental data.
As presented in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), MR ratio Dq xx =q xx ðB ¼ 0Þ and transverse resistivity q xy at different applied fields from simulation results and the corrected experimental data (the inset) are compared; a good agreement can also be seen in the relative values. Furthermore, since both of the longitudinal and transverse resistivity at 2 K contains both WL and magnetoresistance components, a threedimensional plot of q xx and q xy resistivity as a function of applied field and sample position angel is plotted, as shown in Figures 5(c) and 5(d) . More details and characteristics of the interplay between WL correction to the MR and normal magnetoresistance effect can be seen, such as the lowest MR value at 1 T is found at $75 , $105 , $255 , and $285 , where the suppression of the MC is the weakest. The simulation result shows a good agreement with the experiment observations and confirms our analysis.
In conclusion, we have investigated the field magnitude and orientation dependence of longitudinal and transverse magnetotransport in a centimeter square graphene sheet grown by CVD method and then transferred on PET substrate. We have found that at 2 K, the WL introduces a negative MR at low fields while Lorenz force dominates the MR at high fields at 2 K and all field range at 300 K. In addition, our results suggest that weak localization may have contributes to the transverse effect at low temperature. Interesting behaviors of magnetic angle dependent resistivity have been well explained and simulated using the quantum interference theory and classical Lorentz force. 
